Life Insurance

PreciousWay Education Life Insurance Plan
Walk along their childhood with your love
PreciousWay Education Life Insurance Plan (“PreciousWay” or “the Plan”) is a life insurance plan and is not equivalent or similar to any
kind of bank deposit. It is underwritten by Hang Seng Insurance Company Limited (“Hang Seng Insurance”). This product information does
not contain the full terms of the policy and the full terms can be found in the relevant policy document.
Love . Never Stop . Always with you .
It’s parents’ nature to give their children all their love, hoping to stand by them all the way as they grow up. With parents’ unwavering
support to gear them up early on, they will be able to fly high when the journey of life takes them to their dreams.
To help you to prepare your “love” for your children, “Hang Seng Insurance” introduces the “PreciousWay”. It helps you to accumulate
Guaranteed Education Cash(1) over a short premium payment period, allowing you to tailor the perfect gift for your child to pursue dreams
towards a bright future.

Plan Highlights
• A non-guaranteed Annual Dividend(2) may be payable on each Policy Anniversary
• Guaranteed Education Cash(1) may be payable on each Policy Anniversary when your child is between the Insurance Age(3) of 18 to 21
• Free Supplementary Benefits

“My first gift to my daughter is her name – Rosy – for health and happiness.|
My second gift to her is a life insurance plan doubling as an education fund.”
Mr. Chan, who named his 100-day old daughter Rosy

A flexible way for well-planned saving
Flexible Choice of a 3 or 5-Year Payment Term
“PreciousWay” offers a choice of either 3 or 5-year Payment Term, making it easier to arrange your finances for setting savings target for
yourself and your child to pursue the dreams in the future.

“I hope my son will graduate from university and enjoy the freedom to pursue his own career.
I want to see him lead a self-sufficient life without bearing heavy burden due to repaying student loan.”
Mrs. Wong, with a 6-year old son who grows up in a middle-income class family

Get prepared for your children’s future
Distribution of Annual Dividends(2)
During the policy term, “PreciousWay” distributes non-guaranteed Annual Dividend(2) on each Policy Anniversary to provide you with
potential return. You may choose to accumulate these Annual Dividends(2) in the policy to earn interest(2) or withdraw them in times of need.
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Distribution of Guaranteed Education Cash(1)
In addition to Annual Dividends(2), you will receive Guaranteed Education Cash(1) on each Policy Anniversary when your child is between the
Insurance Age(3) of 18 to 21. You may choose to withdraw these payments every year or accumulate the Guaranteed Education Cash(1) in the
policy to earn interest(2) until the Policy Anniversary at your child’s Insurance Age(3) of 21 (i.e. policy maturity). By this time, you may make
use of the saving based on your needs to help your child pursue further studies or achieve his/her personal aspiration.

Rest assured with multiple protection
Life Protection
“PreciousWay” also comes with a death benefit for life insured until the end of the policy. Your child can also exercise the Guaranteed
Insurability Privilege(4) to purchase another life insurance policy from “Hang Seng Insurance” when the policy matures without providing any
proof of insurability for continuous protection.

Supplementary Benefits – Payor’s Benefit for Death and Disability(5), Payor’s Benefit for Critical Illness(6) (no
additional premium required)
Moreover, the Payor’s Benefit for Death and Disability(5) as well as the Payor’s Benefit for Critical Illness(6) are tailored to take care of your
needs as a parent. In the unfortunate event of death or disability of the payor (applicable to Payor’s Benefit for Death and Disability(5)) or the
payor is diagnosed with critical illness (applicable to Payor’s Benefit for Critical Illness(6)) while the policy is in force, “Hang Seng Insurance”
will waive all the premiums due thereafter, until the payor reaches the age of 65 or termination of applicable benefits (whichever is earlier).
The Payor’s Benefit for Critical Illness(6) covers most of the common critical illnesses, including 60 critical illnesses classified in the
following five categories. This is a non-indemnity type of medical supplementary benefit to be attached to your life insurance policy for
protecting the premium payment ability once the payor has suffered from critical illness during the policy term.
Critical Illnesses Categories

Example

Cancers

Leukemia, Lymphoma, Hodgkin’s Disease, etc.

Diseases related to the heart and blood vessels

Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery, Heart Attack, etc.

Diseases related to the nervous system

Benign Brain Tumour, Brain Surger y, Encephalitis, Muscular
Dystrophy, Parkinson’s Disease, etc.

Diseases related to major organs and functions

Fulminant Hepatitis, Major Organ Transplant, etc.

Other diseases

Blindness, Third Degree Burns, etc.

(For details of definitions of various critical illnesses covered by the Payor’s Benefit for Critical Illness(6), claims conditions and exclusions, please refer to the policy provisions)
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"I hope my son will be free to choose a career that suits him after graduation from college and be self-sufficient in life,
at least without the heavy burden of repaying huge tuition loans."
“I’ll do whatever I can to make my daughter’s dreams come true in the future.”
Mrs. Lee, whose daughter is a 3-year old sweetie with an inquisitive mind

Example

Policy Term: 1 st – 5th
(Payment Term: 5 years)

Policy Term: 11th

Policy Term: 15th

Policy Term: 18th
(Policy maturity)

Policy status: Mrs. Lee
(Policyholder) pays the premium
on an annual basis in Policy Term
1 st to 5th

Policy status: On the 11th Policy
Anniversary, Mrs. Lee withdraws
part of the non-guaranteed
Annual Dividends(2) for personal
use

Policy status: On the Policy
Anniversary when her daughter
reaches the age of 18, Mrs. Lee,
with no particular plan to use the
money, chooses to leave the
Guaranteed Education Cash(1) to
accumulate under the policy.

Policy maturity: On the Policy
Anniversary when her daughter
reaches the age of 21, Mrs. Lee
chooses to withdraw the
accumulated cash value,
including:
Total Guaranteed Education
Cash(1) and the interest(2) accrued
thereon
+
Total remaining balance of
Annual Dividends(2) and the
interest(2) accrued thereon

Remarks:
• The above example assumes that Mrs. Lee duly pays the premiums in the 5 years, without making any claim for any benefit under the
policy while the policy is in force. It is also assumed that there is no Indebtedness, no partial surrender(7) and that the policy remains in
force until the Policy Anniversary reaches the age of 21 of the daughter (policy maturity).
• Mrs. Lee withdraws part of the non-guaranteed Annual Dividends(2) when her daughter reaches the age of 14; while this will not affect the
Guaranteed Cash Value and Guaranteed Education Cash(1) under the policy, the Net Cash Value of the policy will be reduced accordingly.
Therefore, the Net Cash Value and Death Benefit payable to Mrs. Lee upon policy surrender(7) or at Policy maturity will also be reduced.
• If you surrender the policy after the expiry of the cooling-off period, the surrender proceeds to be received may be significantly less than
the total premium and levy paid. Please refer to the illustration summary of this Plan for the projected surrender values.
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• The above figures and content are based on the Illustration Summary of the Plan for the assumed scenario and may differ from the actual
circumstances. The example is provided only for reference and should not be regarded as a substitute for professional advice. The
actual coverage is subject to the terms and conditions of the policy. Customers should take their own actual circumstances, needs and
affordability into account before considering enrolling the Plan. They are also advised to seek professional advice in relation thereto.
Please refer to the policy for the exact terms, conditions and exclusions of the Plan. For details, please contact Hang Seng Bank Limited
(“Hang Seng Bank”) branch staff.

PreciousWay – Plan features at-a-glance
Payment Term

3/5 Year

Limitation of Life Insured’s Age

15 days – 9 years old

Limitation of Applicant’s Age

18 years old or above*

Policy Term/Policy End Date (i.e. Until the end of the Policy Anniversary of the Life Insured’s Insurance Age(3) of 21
Policy Maturity)
Policy Currency

HKD/USD

Premium Features

The applicable premium may differ, subject to the age and sex of the Life Insured
Upon issuance of the policy, the premium of the basic plan will be fixed and remain unchanged

Underwriting Method

Simplified Underwriting(8)

Minimum Sum Insured

HKD100,000/USD12,500

Maximum Sum Insured(8)

HKD4,000,000/USD500,000

Projected Annual Dividends(2)

May be distributed every policy year, but not guaranteed. Where distributed, Annual Dividends(2) may
be withdrawn any time when the policy is in force

Guaranteed Cash Value

Available and applicable throughout the policy term. Unless the policy is surrendered(7) in full or in
part by the Policyholder, the Guaranteed Cash Value may not be withdrawn

Modes of Withdrawing
Guaranteed Education Cash(1)

Annual Withdrawal: The Guaranteed Education Cash(1) may be withdrawn by the Policyholder on
every Policy Anniversary at the Life Insured age of 18 to 21, or
Accumulate in the policy: The Guaranteed Education Cash(1) may be retained in the policy to
accumulate interest as a lump sum(2) until the end of Policy Year of the Life Insured age of 21, in which
the Guaranteed Education Cash(1) is payable in full

Death Benefit

In the unfortunate event of death of the Life Insured, the Death Benefit payable under “PreciousWay”
is equivalent to either amount (whichever is higher) as follows on the date of the death:
120% of Guaranteed Cash Value; or
120% of Total Premium Paid for the policy under “PreciousWay”, less the aggregate amount of
Guaranteed Education Cash distributed(1) (if any)
plus the accumulated Guaranteed Education Cash(1) and the interest accrued thereon(2) (if any), plus
the accumulated non-guaranteed Annual Dividends(2) and the accrued interest thereon(2) (if any), less
the Indebtedness (if any).

Supplementary Benefits
(No additional premium
required)

Payor’s Benefit for Death and Disability(5)
Payor’s Benefit for Critical Illness(6)

*The supplementary benefits (no additional premium required), namely the Payor’s Benefit for Death and Disability(5) and Payor’s Benefit for
Critical Illness(6), are only offered to payors (i.e. Policyholders) whose age is not greater than 60 and Policyholders with valid HKID or Macau
ID or entry Permit (for Mainland residents).
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Key Exclusions:
Supplementary Benefit – Payor’s Benefit For Death And Disability(5)
No Premium will be waived by “Hang Seng Insurance” if the Payor dies by suicide within one year after the Issue Date, the effective date of
this Supplementary Benefit or the effective date of last reinstatement, whichever is later or if Disability resulted from any of the following:
(i) Any pre-existing condition from which the Payor was suffering prior to the Issue Date, the effective date of this Supplementary Benefit or
the effective date of last reinstatement, whichever is the latest (condition endorsed to the Policy will be excluded); (ii) wilful self-inflicted
injury; (iii) insanity or mental infirmity or disease; (iv) committing or trying to commit a criminal offence; (v) taking or absorbing, accidentally
or otherwise, any drug, medicine, sedative or poison, except as prescribed by a Registered Doctor; (vi) engaging in hazardous sports, other
than those stated in the application.
Supplementary Benefit – Payor’s Benefit For Critical Illness(6)
• No Premium under the Policy will be waived for any Critical Illness resulting from, or caused or contributed by AIDS or Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) (except for the benefit defined under Critical Illness – HIV Due to Blood Transfusion and Occupationally
Acquired HIV);
• no Premium under this Policy will be waived for any Critical Illness resulting from, or caused or contributed by any of the following: (i) a
self-inflicted injury or attempted suicide; (ii) any Pre-existing Condition; (iii) intoxication by alcohol or drugs not prescribed by a
Registered Doctor; (iv) violation or attempted violation of the law or resistance to arrest or participation in any criminal act; (v) travel in
any aircraft, except as a fare paying passenger in a commercial aircraft;
• no Premium under the Policy will be waived for any Critical Illness resulting from, or caused or contributed by any Congenital Conditions
or disorder or developmental conditions, which has manifested or was diagnosed before the Payor attains 18 years of Insurance Age(3);
• no Premium under the Policy will be waived for any Critical Illness of which the signs or symptoms first occurred or diagnosed prior to the
Issue Date, or within 90 days of the Issue Date or the effective date of last reinstatement of the Supplementart Benefit, whichever is the
latest, except caused by Accident;
• no Premium under the Policy will be waived for activities or diseases or illnesses excluded for the benefit shown on endorsement (if any)
forming part of the Policy;
The above are only the major exclusions, for details of the exclusions, please refer to the relevant policy provisions.
Remarks:
1. A Guaranteed Education Cash will be distributed on the Policy Anniversary at which the Life Insured’s Insurance Age(3) is 18 to 21.The
policy will terminate upon distribution of the last Guaranteed Education Cash on the Policy Anniversary when the Life Insured reaches
the Insurance Age(3) of 21 (i.e. Policy maturity). Upon distribution of any Guaranteed Education Cash, the Guaranteed Cash Value and
Death Benefit shall be reduced accordingly.
2. Distribution of projected Annual Dividends and the interest rate used for the calculation of Annual Dividends accumulation and
Guaranteed Education Cash are not guaranteed. Please refer to illustration summary for details of the prevailing accumulation interest
rate.
3. Insurance Age means, at any date, the age of the Life Insured or Policyholder (if applicable) on the most recent birthday prior to the Policy
Date plus the number of completed Policy Years. If the Life Insured's or Policyholder's (if applicable) birthday is on the Policy Date, it will
be calculated based on the age on such Policy Date.
4. Under this Guaranteed Insurability Privilege, provided that the policy has not been surrendered(7), within 6 months following the Benefit
Cessation Date of the policy under “PreciousWay”, the Life insured can apply for a new whole life insurance plan insuring the life of the
Life Insured without any proof of insurability. The sum insured can be up to 300% of the Total Guaranteed Education Cash Payment(1) of
the original policy, subject to a maximum of HKD2,000,000 or USD250,000 for HKD or USD policy respectively. For details of this
Guaranteed Insurability Privilege, please refer to the respective policy under “PreciousWay”.
5. While the Payor’s Benefit for Death and Disability is in force, in the unfortunate event of death of the payor (i.e. Policyholder), “Hang Seng
Insurance” will waive the payment of each premium (including such premiums for supplementart benefits (as applicable)) falling due
thereafter; in the event that the payor suffers a Disability (as defined under the policy) and remains so disabled for a continuous period of
183 days, “Hang Seng Insurance” will waive the payment of each premium (including such premiums for supplementary benefits (as
applicable)) falling due during the uninterrupted continuance of such Disability until the age of 65 of the Policyholder or at the end of the
Payment Term of the policy, whichever is earlier. This supplementary benefit is only offered to Policyholders whose age is not greater
than 60 at the time of application, and such Policyholders must hold a valid Hong Kong or Macau identity card or entry Permit (for
Mainland residents) and satisfy the relevant requirements which are determined by “Hang Seng Insurance” to be applicable to this
supplementary benefit. For the details and exclusions, please refer to the terms of this supplementary benefit and the respective policy.
6. While the Payor’s Benefit for Critical Illness is in force, should the payor (who must be the Policyholder of the policy under “PreciousWay”)
be diagnosed with any of the Critical Illnesses covered by the policy (the diagnosis and definitions of such Critical Illness are subject to
the terms of the policy), “Hang Seng Insurance” will waive the payment of each premium (including such premiums for supplementary
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benefits (as applicable)) falling due thereafter until the age of 65 of the Policyholder or at the end of the Payment Term of the policy,
whichever is earlier. This supplementary benefit is only offered to Policyholders whose age is not greater than 60 at the time of
application, and such Policyholders must hold a Hong Kong or Macau identity card or entry Permit (for Mainland residents) and satisfy
the relevant requirements which are determined by “Hang Seng Insurance” to be applicable to this supplementary benefit. For the
details and exclusions, please refer to the terms of this supplementary benefit and the respective policy.
7. If you surrender the policy within the policy term, the surrender proceeds payable to the Policyholder will include the (i) Guaranteed Cash
Value, (ii) accumulated non-guaranteed Annual Dividends(2) (if any) and their accumulated non-guaranteed interests(2) (if any), and (iii)
accumulated Guaranteed Education Cash(1) (if any) and the non-guaranteed interest(2) accrued thereon (if any), less (iv) indebtedness
(including policy loans, if any). Upon full surrender, all coverage under the policy will terminate and the liability of “Hang Seng Insurance”
thereunder shall be discharged.
8. The availability of Simplified Underwriting is subject to, on a per Life Insured basis, the Maximum Sum Insured/Total Guaranteed
Education Cash(1) of “PreciousWay” and designated life insurance plans specified by “Hang Seng Insurance” . To be eligible, the applicant
must fulfil the requirements for Simplified Underwriting as determined by “Hang Seng Insurance”. In addition, “PreciousWay” is subject
to the relevant requirements on nationality and/or address(es) of the Policyholder and/or Life Insured as determined by “Hang Seng
Insurance” from time to time. “Hang Seng Insurance” reserves the right to accept or decline any application for the Plan based on the
information provided by the Life Insured and/or Policyholder during enrolment. For details of the Simplified Underwriting, please check
with any “Hang Seng Bank” branch.

Product Risks
Credit risk
The benefits of “PreciousWay” are subject to the credit risk of “Hang Seng Insurance” . Policy benefits include Death Benefit, surrender(7)
benefit and maturity benefit (if applicable) etc. The premium that you pay will become parts of “Hang Seng Insurance’s” assets, and the life
insurance plans of “Hang Seng Insurance” involve policy benefits such as Death Benefit, surrender(7) benefit and maturity benefit payable to
the Policyholders or beneficiaries by “Hang Seng Insurance”. You should bear the credit risk associated with “Hang Seng Insurance” (i.e. the
risk that “Hang Seng Insurance” may not be able to deliver its obligations bound by the policies (including the payment of policy benefits)
due to financial difficulties).

Risk affecting Non-guaranteed benefit determination
The scales for calculating dividends(2) are not guaranteed and are determined by the “Hang Seng Insurance” from time to time. Whether
dividends(2) are payable and the size of the dividends(2) to be paid depend on the performance of relevant participating policies with regard to
investment returns on the assets supporting the policies under this Plan, as well as other factors including but not limited to claims,
persistency experience, expenses, and the long term future performance outlook (both economic and non-economic factors).
The key risk factors are further described below:
• Investment risk factors – The investment performance of the assets supporting the policies is subject to various market risk factors
including but not limited to:
o Interest rate risk – The risk that the interest earnings and the values of assets will be affected by the change of interest rate level and
its outlook, which leads to investment loss.
o Equity risk – The risk that the prices and volatilities of equity type investments and alternative investments will change, which leads
to investment loss.
o Credit risk – The risk of investment losses due to the default or change in credit quality of issuers of debt securities or counterparties.
o Currency risk – The risk that the values of investments that are in other currencies different from the policy currency will be affected
by the change of exchange rates.
• Claims factor – The actual experience of mortality and morbidity is uncertain which may lead to a higher than expected claim or living
benefit payment and result in worse performance.
• Persistency factor – The actual experience of policy surrender (full or partial) and policy lapse is uncertain, and therefore it has impact on
both the current performance and future return of the portfolio of the policies.
• Expense factor – The actual amount of expenses incurred and apportioned to the group of policies may be higher than expected and
impact the overall performance of the product. The expenses may include direct expenses which are specifically related to the group of
policies, such as commission, underwriting, policy acquisition and maintenance expenses. It may also include indirect expenses such as
general overhead costs which will be allocated to the group of policies.
The interests earned on the accumulated dividends(2) are determined based on an interest rate which is not guaranteed and may be adjusted
by “Hang Seng Insurance” at its discretion from time to time. Please refer to the section “Notes on Participating Policy” for the detail.
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Risk from the delay of or missing the payment of premiums due
You should pay the premium for the entire premium payment term when due. Any delay or missing of the payment of premiums due may
lead to policy lapse, and the amount (if any) you get back may be significantly less than your premiums paid.

Risk from surrender(7)
If you surrender(7) the policy after the expiry of the cooling-off period, the surrender(7) proceeds to be received may be significantly less than
the total premium paid. Please refer to the Illustration Summary of this Plan for the projected surrender(7) values. For all details regarding
policy surrender(7), please refer to the relevant policy provisions. Please contact “Hang Seng Bank” branch staff and you are required to
complete and submit the “Application for Policy Surrender” for policy surrender.

Risk from Partial Surrender(7) (only applicable before the Policy Anniversary of the Life Insured’s Insurance
Age(3) of 18)
The policy can be partially surrendered(7) before the Policy Anniversary of the Life Insured’s Insurance Age(3) of 18 and if the Policyholder has
made any partial withdrawals, the Net Cash Value of the policy will be decreased accordingly. This will reduce the Guaranteed Education
Cash(1) amount, the Death Benefit amount and the cash value upon surrender(7).

Liquidity risk
This policy is designed to be held for a long term period. Should you have liquidity needs for any unexpected events, you may apply for a
Policy Loan or surrender(7) the policy in full or in part subject to the respective policy terms. However, this may cause the policy to lapse or
to be terminated earlier than the original policy term, and the amount (if any) you get back may be significantly less than the premiums paid.
You may also apply for withdrawal of any amounts that are left within the policy to accumulate but the amount available for withdrawal is
not guaranteed and the amount of Death Benefit and Net Cash Value will be reduced accordingly subsequent to the withdrawal.

Inflation risk
Cost of living is likely to be higher in the future than it is today due to inflation, therefore you may receive less from the policy in real terms in
the future even if “Hang Seng Insurance” meets all of its contractual obligations.

Policy currency risk
By choosing plans denominated in currencies other than the local currency, you are subject to exchange rate risk. Exchange rates fluctuate
from time to time. Upon the currency conversion, you may suffer a loss of your benefit values and the subsequent premium payments (if
any) may be higher than your initial premium payment as a result of the exchange rate fluctuations. You must consider the aforesaid
exchange rate risk factors, conversion arrangement and the potential associated loss before applying for the Plan.

Policy termination
“Hang Seng Insurance” has the right to terminate your policy under any of the following circumstances,
• If you cannot make the premium payment by the end of a 30-day Grace Period and the Net Cash Value calculated as at the date
immediately preceding the premium due date is equal to or less than zero, unless the Automatic Premium Loan is sufficient to cover the
amount of the relevant unpaid premium, your policy will be terminated with effect from the due date of the first unpaid premium;
• The policy loan with accrued interest exceeds the Net Cash Value before Indebtedness;
• If “Hang Seng Insurance” reasonably consider that by continuing the Policy or the relationship with you, “Hang Seng Insurance” may break
any laws, or “Hang Seng Insurance” or a member of the HSBC Group, may be exposed to action censure from any authority.
• “Hang Seng Insurance” also has the right to terminate your policy according to any supplementary benefits terms.
For details of the above, please refer to the relevant terms and conditions in the policy provisions.
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Important Notes
Cooling-off period
“PreciousWay" is a life insurance plan with saving elements and is not equivalent or similar to any kind of bank deposit. Part of the premium
pays for the insurance and related costs. If you are not satisfied with your policy, you have a right to cancel it within the cooling-off period
(that is, 21 calendar days* immediately following either the day of delivery of the policy or the Cooling-off Notice to you/your nominated
representative (whichever is earlier)) and obtain a refund of any premiums and levy paid (less any market value adjustment for investmentlinked or non-linked single pay payment/single premium policy. The basis of calculation of market value adjustment includes single
premium interest rate, New Money Crediting Interest Rate ,Guaranteed Crediting Interest Rate Lock and General Crediting Interest Rate (if
applicable)). A policy surrender form must be signed by you and returned by mail to Hang Seng Insurance Company Limited at 18/F, Tower 1,
HSBC Centre, 1 Sham Mong Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong or returned to any Hang Seng Bank branches (except MTR station outlets)^ within
the Cooling-off Period.
Note:
*
If the last day of the period does not fall on a working day, the period will include the next working day.
^
Only applicable to personal customer.

Grace Period
“PreciousWay” offers a Grace Period of 30 days for payment of any premium when due. If the Policyholder could not pay the premium due by
the end of the Grace Period and the Net Cash Value calculated as at the date immediately preceding the premium due date is greater than
zero, the terms of Automatic Premium Loan will immediately take effect to pay the relevant unpaid premium. If the Net Cash Value is
insufficient to cover the amount of the relevant unpaid premium, the policy will immediately lapse.

Claim procedures of Life Insurance
If you need to make a claim, you can request a claim form through any one of the methods below:
(1) download from Form Center in “Hang Seng Insurance” website: https://www.hangseng.com/en-hk/personal/forms/; or
(2) request from any “Hang Seng Bank” branch; or
(3) through the Claims Service Hotline (852) 2288 6992.
Please complete and submit the claim form to “Hang Seng Insurance” at Life Claims Department, 18/F Tower 1, HSBC Centre, 1 Sham
Mong Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong by mail or any “Hang Seng Bank” branch within the specified period together with requested proof. “Hang
Seng Insurance” Claims Service Team will process the claim (additional information may be required from the claimant), and settle the
claim payment.
Please remember that it is important to lodge your claim within the specified time frame. If you do not do so, we may not be able to consider
your claim.

Policy Loan
You may apply for a policy loan while the policy is in force. Loan interest will be applied and you will be advised of the rate of interest from
time to time. Any policy loan and accrued loan interest may reduce the cash value and Death Benefit of the policy. When, at any time, the
loan with accrued interest exceeds the Net Cash Value before Indebtedness, “Hang Seng Insurance” has the right to lapse the Policy. Policy
loan may cause the policy to lapse or be terminated, please refer to the policy provision on its terms and conditions.

Philosophy in deciding the dividends, investment policy and strategy
For details of the philosophy in deciding the dividends, investment policy and strategy, please refer to the section Notes on Participating
Policy.
For the subsequent updates on dividends(2), investment policy and strategy, and the historical fulfilment ratios of this Plan, please refer to
“Hang Seng Insurance” website:
https://www.hangseng.com/en-hk/personal/insurance-mpf/other/policy-dividend/

Commission disclosure
“Hang Seng Insurance” will provide “Hang Seng Bank” the relevant commission and performance bonus in accordance with the selling of
this plan. The existing sales staff remuneration policy employed by “Hang Seng Bank” will take various aspects of the staff members’
performance into account and will not solely consider the sales amount.
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Dispute Resolution
• “Hang Seng Bank” is an insurance agent authorised by “Hang Seng Insurance” and the product is a product of “Hang Seng Insurance” but
not “Hang Seng Bank”; and
• In respect of an eligible dispute (as defined in the Terms of Reference for the Financial Dispute Resolution Centre in relation to the
Financial Dispute Resolution Scheme) arising between “Hang Seng Bank” and you out of the selling process or processing of the related
insurance product transaction, “Hang Seng Bank” will enter into a Financial Dispute Resolution Scheme process with you; however any
disputes over the contractual terms of the insurance products should be resolved between “Hang Seng Insurance” and you directly.
The Plan is underwritten by “Hang Seng Insurance” which is authorised and regulated by the Insurance Authority of the HKSAR. The Plan is
intended only for sale in Hong Kong SAR.
Customer Enquiry

2198 7838

hangseng.com

Tax Reporting and Financial Crime
“Hang Seng Insurance” and other members of the HSBC Group have certain obligations to Hong Kong and foreign legal or regulatory bodies
and government or tax authorities, and are bound by HSBC Group’s requirements, regarding you and your policy and “Hang Seng Insurance”
may from time to time request consent and information from you in relation to these obligations and requirements.
There are consequences, which will be set out in your policy terms, if you fail to provide consent or information that is requested from you to
“Hang Seng Insurance” or if you present a financial crime risk to a member of the HSBC Group. Such consequences include that “Hang Seng
Insurance” may:
• take actions that are necessary to enable it or a member of the HSBC Group to meet these obligations and requirements;
• be unable to provide new, or continue to provide all of the services to you;
• be required to withhold payments or benefits that would otherwise be due to you or your policy and permanently pay those over to tax
authorities; and
• terminate your policy.
The amount you get back from the policy in the event of benefits or payments withholding and/or policy termination by “Hang Seng
Insurance” as mentioned above plus the total amount that you have received from the policy (if any) before policy termination may be less
than the total amount of the premium(s) you have paid. “Hang Seng Insurance” recommends that you seek your own independent
professional advice on your tax liabilities.

Notes on Participating Policy
“Hang Seng Insurance” issues participating policies, which are life insurance contracts providing both guaranteed and non-guaranteed
benefits. The guaranteed benefits may include the following: 1) guaranteed death benefits, 2) guaranteed cash values, 3) guaranteed
annuity payments and 4) guaranteed maturity values. The non-guaranteed benefits include Annual Dividends(2), which may be paid or varied
at the discretion of “Hang Seng Insurance”. The Annual Dividends(2), if any, is in form of Annual Dividends(2)which is declared by “Hang Seng
Insurance” on an annual basis. Once declared, the amount of Annual Dividends(2)for the year becomes vested and will be credited to your
policy.
The key feature of participating policies over other forms of insurance policies is that in addition to the guaranteed benefits receivable,
Policyholders will also benefit from additional dividend payments if the performance of relevant participating policies is better than which
required to support the underlying guarantees. The better the performance, the greater the Annual Dividends(2) payments, and, conversely,
the worse the performance, the lower the Annual Dividends(2) payments.

Dividend Philosophy
Annual Dividends(2) allow Policyholders to participate in the financial performance of the life insurance operations. Whether Annual
Dividends(2) are payable and the size of the dividend which “Hang Seng Insurance” distributes or pays depend on the performance of relevant
participating policies with regard to investment returns on the assets supporting the policies, as well as other factors including but not
limited to claims, persistency, expenses, and the long term future performance outlook (both economic and non-economic factors).
Performance of policies managed similarly are pooled together when deciding the amount of Annual Dividends(2) to be paid. Please refer to
section “Product risks – Risk affecting Non-guaranteed benefit determination” on the product brochure for the detail of key risk factors.
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“Hang Seng Insurance” regularly reviews the level of Annual Dividends(2) payable to Policyholders. Both the past actual performance and
management's expectations of the long-term future performance will be assessed against the expected level. If variances arise, “Hang
Seng Insurance” may consider sharing such variances with Policyholders through the adjustment of Annual Dividends(2) scales. If the
performance over the long term is better than expected, then the dividend amount paid would increase. If performance is below
expectation, then dividend amount paid would decrease.
When considering the adjustment of Annual Dividends(2) scales, “Hang Seng Insurance” strives to maintain a more stable payout to the
Policyholders by smoothing. This means that the Annual Dividends(2) level will only be changed if the actual performance is significantly
different from the expected level over a certain period of time or if management’s long-term future performance expectations change
substantially.
In order to achieve broad fairness between Policyholders of participating products, “Hang Seng Insurance” will carefully consider the
experiences of different groups of policies so that each group of policies will receive a fair return reflecting mostly its own performance.
“Hang Seng Insurance” has also established a dedicated committee to review the fairness of treatment to Policyholders and to provide
independent advice on the management of the participating policies and the determination of dividend level.

Investment Strategy
“Hang Seng Insurance” operates an investment strategy with key objectives as follows:
i.

Ensure that we can meet the guaranteed benefits that we have committed to you;

ii. Deliver to your competitive long-term returns through the non-guaranteed dividends; and
iii. Abide by a pre-defined set of risk appetite.

Participating Policy (Policy Currency: HKD/USD)
The assets supporting the participating policies are carefully managed and monitored according to a predefined set of risk appetite. The
asset portfolio predominantly consists of fixed income assets issued by government and corporate entities with good credit quality and long
term prospects. It may also include a small portion of high-yield fixed income assets to enhance yield. Growth assets, including but not
limited to equities, properties, hedge funds and private equities are managed on prudent basis and may be utilized in order to enhance
investment performance in the long run. Subject to our investment strategy, financial derivatives may be used for hedging or efficient
portfolio management.
The asset portfolio is well diversified in different types of assets, and is invested in global geographical markets (mainly US, Europe, Asia
including HK) and industries. Investment for fixed income assets are mainly in HKD and USD to match the currency of the underlying
policies while growth assets are invested in various currencies for diversification.

Target Asset Allocation
The current long-term target strategy is to allocate assets attributed to this product as follows:
Asset Type

Allocation %

Fixed Income

80%-100%

Growth Assets

0%-20%

There could be slight deviation from the above range due to market fluctuation.
Actual allocations will take into consideration past investment performance of the assets supporting the policies, prevailing market
conditions and future outlook, and the guaranteed and non-guaranteed benefits of the policies. As the performance of the growth assets
investment plays an important role in determining the level of non-guaranteed benefits, under normal circumstances and free from any
investment and operational constraints, it is expected that the allocation to growth assets will fall within the higher end of the range as
specified, in order to optimize the chance of achieving the illustrated level of non-guaranteed benefits. The management and investment
strategy of the asset portfolio may be subject to change depending on the market conditions and economic outlook, and we would inform
Policyholders should there be any material changes.
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Accumulation Interest Rate
Policyholders can choose to accept their Annual Dividends, endowment coupon and annuity payments either in cash or to leave them with
“Hang Seng Insurance” to accumulate with interests. The rates of interests to accumulate Annual Dividends, endowment coupon and
annuity payments are not guaranteed and will be determined by “Hang Seng Insurance” from time to time. The review on such accumulation
interest rates will be conducted regularly with reference to the portfolio bond yields, prevailing market conditions, outlook on bond yields,
and the likelihood of Policyholders leaving their payment for accumulation.
The policy in determining the Annual Dividends and accumulation interest rates may be reviewed and adjusted by “Hang Seng Insurance”
from time to time. For any subsequent updates, please visit
https://www.hangseng.com/en-hk/personal/insurance-mpf/other/policy-dividend/
You may also visit the above website to understand the historical fulfilment ratio of dividend distribution for reference purposes. However,
the past performance or current performance of “Hang Seng Insurance’s” business may not be a guide for future performances.
This product brochure is issued by "Hang Seng Insurance" containing only a consolidated and summary description of this Plan and is for
reference only. You should read this product brochure in conjunction with the respective product factsheet(s), Notes on Participating Policy
and illustration and refer to the policy provisions for the detailed terms and conditions and charges of this Plan.
Please refer to the relevant policy for exact terms, conditions and exclusions of this Plan, and the policy will be considered final. For details
of this Plan and the policy terms, please contact any “Hang Seng Bank” branch. Specimen copy of the policy provisions will be provide upon
request.

如 你 欲 索 取 此 計 劃 之中文 版 產 品 冊 子，請 聯 絡「恒 生 銀 行」之 分 行 職 員或 致 電「恒 生保 險」熱 線2198 7838 。

PreciousWay Education Life Insurance Plan
Hang Seng Insurance Company Limited is a wholly- owned subsidiary of Hang Seng Bank.
28/F, Hang Seng 113, 113 Argyle Street, Mongkok, Hong Kong.
“Hang Seng Insurance” is authorized and regulated by the Insurance Authority to carry on long-term insurance business in the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region.
Hang Seng Bank Limited (“Hang Seng Bank”) is an insurance agent of “Hang Seng Insurance”. PreciousWay Education Life Insurance Plan is
underwritten by “Hang Seng Insurance” and it is only intended for sale through Hang Seng Bank in the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region.

“Hang Seng Insurance” accepts full responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in the Product Brochure and confirms,
having made all reasonable enquiries that to the best of its knowledge and belief there are no other facts the omission of which would make
any statement misleading. The information shown therein is intended as a general summary. Please refer to your insurance policy for the
full terms and conditions.
May 2021
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For monetary disputes arising between Hang Seng Bank and you out of the selling process or processing of the related transaction, Hang
Seng Bank will enter into a Financial Dispute Resolution Scheme process with you; however any dispute over the contractual terms of the
product should be resolved between “Hang Seng Insurance” and you directly.
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